
Midterm Study Guide

Keep in mind that this is a rough outline as to what we have covered in the course so far. They are, to 

me, some of the key points we have covered.  I have listed pieces I think you should know as well as 

questions you should be able to answer to be prepared for this test.  DISCLAIMER: I have not seen 

the midterm.  Please do not only rely on this. Use it as a guide and add to it as you see fit.  Note: 

expect NEW questions on the test.  This is why I stress a deeper understanding over rote 

memorization.  Memorization is necessary for many of the basics, but being able to apply them 

correctly requires an intuition that only comes from true understanding of the topic. 

Fundamentals (be comfortable with seeing and using the following)

● Behavior of cross product, dot product. 

● Vectors.  Know the difference between V, V hat, and |V| (or  V) where bold denotes a 

vector.

● Coordinates systems (mainly Cartesian and polar). Be comfortable switching between the 

two.

● Inertial frames and rotating frames. Be comfortable switching between the two.

● Differential equations. Be comfortable with knowing the form of the solutions based on the 

form of the differential equation. (e.g. d^2x/dt^2+x=0 gives oscillating solutions 

x(t)=Acos(wt)) 

Topics

● Be familiar with the Conservation Laws and Gauss’ Law.  As with most topics I will mention, 

knowing the full derivation is superfluous.  You should understand the basic reasoning behind 

the derivation but mainly you should be aware what each Law implies. (e.g how angular 

momentum is conserved for objects being acted upon only by gravity.)

● The One-Body Problem

o Know the basic forms of specific ang. Mom. and specific energy.  Be comfortable with 

their ever changing expression depending on the situation.  (In other words what 

their form could be in a circular orbit, an elliptical orbit, how they relate to ellipse 

variables, a, b, f, etc)

o Be familiar with Kepler’s 3 Laws and what they entail. 

o Should be able to draw all the orbits. (know where each term would come in the 

diagram, for example, a,b, f, etc)

● Know the general techniques of Perturbation Theory. (e.g. How it could lead to epicyclic 

motion or the behavior of a weak spring in a gravitational potential.) Once again, the full 

derivation is not necessary just understand how the technique was implemented (so that if 

asked you would be able to implement it in an entirely new problem). 

● The Two-Body Problem

o How is it related to the one body problem?

o Be familiar with its simplification techniques (i.e using the center of mass as well as 

the center of mass frame)

o Astrophysical applications of two-body (binaries)

● The Two-plus-one Problem

o How is it related to the Two body problem? How is it a simplification of the Three 



body problem?

o Be comfortable in the rotating frame. (why do we even move into it? How do the 

equations of motion change?)

o  Be able to draw effective potential surfaces as well as orbits in the rotating frame. 

(http://janus.astro.umd.edu/AW/awtools.html#integrators  <<- Prof. Hamilton’s web 

integrators are great for understanding two body and two-plus-one body orbits. You 

can see them in the rotating frame as well as the inertial frame! Helped me a lot) 

o Know where all the Lagrange points are, which ones are stable and under what 

conditions. 

o Astrophysical applications (e.g. HW3 prob1) 

● The N-body Problem

o Virial Theorem is the key to this problem. Understand it backwards and forwards. (i.e. 

its derivation and its applications in astrophysics) 

http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fjanus.astro.umd.edu%2FAW%2Fawtools.html%23integrators&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNG3EjfPS8imDZZxp7PQ49WuqqCAMQ

